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There is one very bad thing in nature, and that is thievery. If you pay attention what is stealing? Stealing has to do with taking things some other human being has produced, for yourself, without doing labour. Thieving is not only unnatural, but harmful for the thief.

The Jews and the enemy are a major example here. If those that created the enemy gave the slightest damn about what this life-form of the Jew will do for its future, they wouldn’t program this life-form to be lazy and a thief, nor they would give them a mind big enough to understand what and how to steal, but not understand labour and the importance of such. In other words the destiny of the Jew is proved by his own design. To fulfill a purpose for it's overlords and then die.

If for example, a person doesn't steal and rob, but instead does work in their life, they will increase their personal capacity and they will also expand their limitations. To discover more of what they truly are and put forth their potential.

The Jew is preaching his own damned fate, but for other people. This is called "Human rights" and "Entitlement". Which revolves around people not doing shit, and somehow believing that everything must, for some bizarre reason, be given to them from the heavens with them not doing the slightest thing. This creates weakness, disorganizes and weakens the mind, and in the far end of it, creates a human being fully incapable of dealing with reality and advancing against the forces that try to shrink the human being.

If one doesn't believe in entitlement then they are called to partake in the advancement and labour of life. Which produces the actual conditions for one to really become entitled and grow in power. Which results in a pleasurable existence.

Even if the thievery succeeds, the fruit is only temporary. As the thief is dependent on the producer at any and at all times. The enemy also seeks to kill the producer, for example the White race, and 'replace them' at the same time with a new race that will seldom have the creative abilities to follow through with the 'required skills' to create something of value for them to steal. In other words the Jew is self-executing in more than one ways by attacking the productive elements of this world.
Behind the Jew tail other minor parasites of people made either too disabled to labour, or programmed to not do labouring but rather mimic the Jew, who taught them the new 'rights' to have everything that they never worked for, or laboured, or gave any effort for. Of course the lazy elements like that, it's like a magnet for shit, and shit will be magnetized to the (((magnet))). So these people are right now very 'humanitarian' if it means to give them free iPhones and housing but too human hating when they are told to give up beliefs that stone women in the middle of the street. Given mercy to a sickening degree, but giving zero mercy.

Which is typical of beings who are falling and collapsing. Because it's too beyond to so many people nowadays that you can actually build a good country, a nice place to live, and have your own spiritual power and life, these souls are instead turned on Communism and conspire aside the Jew to steal and snatch the lands and lifestyle of other people.

Only to satisfy their present moment aside the Jew. This creates a living disaster, and where this results is not only in thievery, but in extinction of the labourer from which people steal and from whose mercy many of the thieves lived before. This needless to say, will create death.

The enemy has taught thievery, laziness, and the road to decay to humanity. Instead of people working to maintain the planet, the enemy says 'God will create another one, eat up like a cancer that one'. Instead of people advancing spiritually, the enemy teaches to fall in the knees in front of an empty egregore that will 'save your soul'. Instead of building a good life, a good nation, and a good world, because as Spiritual Satanism or in other words, PURIFIED Sanatana Dharma, do teach, you *WILL* reincarnate and reap the results of your labours, the enemy teaches that this is your only life, and that you can "YOLO" your way through it and ruin everything. Instead of taking the time to think like an immortal being, which you truly can become, the enemy tells you to focus only on today, and lock yourself in a useless existence so you can be plundered.

We are against the enemy because our perception of existence is not only different, but fully in reverse. Satan and the Gods believe in everlasting life, maximizing freedom and potentials, and to help people ascend into a higher level, not only in the 'next life', but right now, to move towards their highest nature. The enemy preaches servitude, decay, and the rule of the empty 'now' over the rule of eternity.

The builder and the thief are as such cosmic enemies. We do not oppose the actions of the enemy only because they are morally and spiritually the greatest crimes, but also, because these are, based on nature, the worst things one can do to themselves, that fully ruin the blueprint of life.
The builder must defeat the thief in order to build paradise and occupy it peaceably.

Reply by a forum member:

Capitalism was created by Jews in the Protestant regions of Europe such as England and Northern Holland and exported outwards from there. The Jews created this in an environment full of Protestant Christians who stripped the last vestiges of Pagan philosophy and custom out of the church and prided themselves on being neo-Torah reading Jews. This system was created by going back to the Torah.

The point of Capitalism is simply a method of theft of the fruits of labour of entire nations and the world. The slave trade was pure Capitalism its right in the Torah. Rabbi Marx admitted Capitalism is the religion of the Jews. Communism is the final push for the Jews to steal everything and everyone into a global slave plantation state.